
LITTLE GUIDE OF ROME
FOR NON-TOURIST TRAVELERS

(Last Update: Oct 2021)

This is a non-profit guide made by locals. We wrote it because we love our city. and obviously we
love you!
If you travel in a real way, you’ll have fun, spend little, support the right places, meet interesting
people and realize how deep this city can be.

The places with a ♥ are the ones that I particularly love!

A bit of history..
A 753 a.c Rome was founded by Romolo, the twin of Remo, sons of Mars and Rea Silvia. When they

were born they were abandoned in a chest on the river, il Tevere. A female wolf found and fed them,

until they grew up. The first house of the city was built on the Aventino, one of the

seven hills of the city, currently the most chic residential area.

100-44 a.c life of Giulio Cesare, one of the most important character of the history.

In this period Rome was “L’ombelico del mondo” (the navel of the world). The territory

of the Empire ranged from the Atlantic Ocean to the Persian Gulf, from England to

Egypt.

476 d.c. End of the Empire, start of the medieval period and the affirmation of the

Church

1809 Rome was occupied by Napoleon. The Pope excommunicated him, and Napoleon in

return arrested the Pope. It seems that Napoleon also took the very famous

ice-cream family, Giolitti, who followed the French army from Northern Italy, along

with all the cows.

1870 Rome was occupied by the Italian army, becoming the Capital of the Monarchy

1922 The fascists, with Mussolini, took over. All over the city are examples of fascist

architecture, characterized by the mix of simple and square lines, marble and imperial style.

1927 was born the AS Roma, celebreted football team.

4 june 1944 The Americans liberated Rome from the the Nazi occupation.

________________________________________________________________________________
MUSIC/CINEMA

If you want some typical Roman songs of Trastevere, hear Gabriella Ferri.

For Cinema we suggest:

- the actor Alberto Sordi.  you will surely see this photo
from the movie "Un americano a Roma", hanging on some
wall

- "Roma" and "La dolce vita" by Fellini

-”Troppo Forte” by C. Verdone

-”Mamma Roma” by P.P. Pasolini



********************************************************************************

MINI DICTIONARY OF ROMAN DIALECT
In roman dialect we shorten the words, double the consonants, and use the letter J (pronounced like
the ‘y’ in ‘yellow’), unknown in the rest of Italy.

Aò (to get attention)
Daje                                                        positive, affirmative exclamation
Scialla                                                    take it easy
Mannaggia damn
Che jella! What a misfortune!
Aripijate! take back
Che pacchia! how well I am
Avoja! for sure!
Gajardo lordly
Mortacci tua (it's the best insult to the ancestors)
Nun c'è ttrippa pe' ggatti there is no tripe for cats (forget it!)
Chi magna solo se strozza Who eats alone chokes
Gatta ce cova the cat broods (I feel some triks)
In bocca ar lupo In the mouth of the wolf (It means "Good luck!" You have to answer "Crepi!")
pagà a la romana To pay in the roman way (dividing the bill in equal parts)
Ogni mmorte di papa Every death of pope (very seldom, es. the bus passes o.m.d.p.)
Bonanotte ar secchio It's over!

********************************************************************************

FESTIVAL

Festival of comics “Crack!” in the Forte Prenestino in May/june. Via Lorenzo Delpino                 ♥

Carnival of Poggio Mirteto, a historical anti-catholic carnival in a little city next to Rome

Wine Festival “Enotica” - Forte Prenestino, around June

Errichetta Festival - Balkan music festival organized by the wonderful Errichetta Underground -
Around September

Ciemmona - 3 days biking around the city all together and ending up in squats and to the sea - last
weekend of May



________________________________________________________________________________
AREAS OF ROME

The main division of Rome (as said by romans) is north and south. More or less: people who live in
North-Rome (whatever upper the centre) is considered to be richer, more ordered, right-wing and

well brand dressed (and they cheer for the football team Lazio). South-Rome (Everything down the
centre) is considered to be poorer, more popular, left-wing and people cheer for the football team:

Rome.



The Centre

We recommend to wandering around passing through the wrinkles of the centre instead of closing
yourself in the museums. As this is the best way of seeing and experiencing the city.

Where to go?
- The Pantheon (free entrance) it was the temple of all the gods, but the church
changed it to her saints.

- The Ghetto it's the Jewish neighbourhood, next to the Tiberina island. In the corner
of the main square there is a typical cake shop.

Where to eat?

- La Montecarlo, chiesa nuova
- Birreria Peroni, good reastaurant for lunch next to Piazza Venezia
- Enoteca Corsi – via del Gesù (next to piazza Venezia);
- Da Francesco – piazza del Fico (next to piazza della Chiesa nuova);
- Ditirambo – next to Campo dei Fiori ( higher prices but good traditional dishes).

Ice-Cream?
- San Crispino (next to Pantheon, or near the Trevi Fountain)
- Frigidarium Via del governo vecchio

Little break?
- La tazza d’oro –in front of the Pantheon (for a good caffè);
- Bar della pigna – piazza della Pigna, next to via del Gesù
- Bar Perù - Via di Monserrato.
- Bibliothè Take a good chai-tea by the Hare Krishna in via Celsa, next to piazza
Argentina, http://bibliothe.blogspot.it/

Where to buy?
- Hollywood Video - Via di Monserrato. You can find dvd, rare movie posters and

others cinephile suff.
_________________________________________________________

TRASTEVERE

Trastevere is one of the most loved zone by the romans, there are little roads all around to get lost
nicely and it's perfect from the aperitivo (drink of the end-afternoon eating something) to late night.

What to do?

- Porta Portese Market: every sunday morning until 14.00. It's the biggest market
of Rome, you can find used cloths from 50 cents, old vynils and other stuff, Just be
prepared to fight in the crowd!

Where to eat?
- Da Augusto, piazza dei Renzi
- Mangia mo' good sanwiches
- Pizzera al taglio, Piazza della Malva
- Venanzio, via di S.Francesco a Ripa. Pizza at slices
- Trattoria Da Olindo; ♥

http://bibliothe.blogspot.it/


- Trattoria Da Augusto (go early if you want to find a place!);
- Trattoria Da Paolo – piazza S. Francesco a Ripa;
- Pizzeria Ai marmi ( also know as “L’obitorio”, the Obituary) – viale Trastevere;
- Pizzeria San Michele - next to the arches of Porta Portese (restaurant and pizzeria,
very good grilled meat)
- Dal Cordadro - at Portaportese, very nice, but a bit expensive. In the summer you
can eat outside, better to book
- Pizzeria da Nerone vicolo del Moro (?)

Where to drink?
- Freni e Frizioni next to Piazza Trilussa is a perfect place for an aperitivo during
the week at 18.00, in the weekend or later it's very full and crowded
- Bar San Calisto, next to piazza S. Maria In Trastevere is the typical place            ♥
for locals and homeless to have a beer. They also have ice-creams (there’s not a huge
choice but they are very good and very cheap). Also here it's better to arrive early
(19:00), especially if you want a table outside . It's open until 2:00.
Birrifugio (lots of good beers) viale Trastevere near Porta Portese
domus birrae (ma che ce siete venuti a fa) (good beer)
mr brown (pub) next to piazza Trilussa
27A (good beers) Via della Scala

Ice Cream?
-  Gelateria alla Scala piazza della scala
- Zi Elena via Alberto Mario (Monteverde Vecchio, the hill over Trastevere, 15 min
walking or the busses 75-44)
- Chiar di Luna (via della Lungaretta) they use biological products
- Checco il carrettiere – next to piazza Trilussa;

________________________________________________________________________________

TESTACCIO

Just on the other side of the river, there is this popular zone, characteristic of the roman soul. Here
"la Roma" football team is loved as anything else and is you walk around saturday evening or
sunday at lunch you could be invested by voice explosions related to the match.

What to do?
- Monte de' Cocci It's a hill made ,in the aincient roman times, all by pieces of
broken amphoras.
- Ex-Mattatoio, the old slaughterhouse it's an suggestive post-industrial building.
- Aventino, the hill next to Testaccio where was build up the firts hut of Rome. You
can walk up and have a nice view of the city from the "Giardino degli aranci"
garden. Next to it there is the famous lock-hole of the Maltas Knights garden,
throught it you can see the Vatican in a nice frame!

Where to eat?
- Pizzeria Nuovo Mondo via vespucci. Very good and popular place.                      ♥
- Pizzeria da Remo – piazza s. Maria Liberatrice;
- Pizzeria il Grottino – via Marmorata 165;
- Trattoria Il bucatino;
- Da Felice – via Mastro Giorgio (molto buona, ma un po’ più cara);
- La fraschetta – via Mastro Giorgio (adatta nelle sere estive).



Ice-cream?
- "Giolitti" just next to the Nuovo Mondo pizzeria. They are a bit rude and              ♥
don't have a large choice, but the Ice cream is the best and made with seasonal fruits!

Bar/pubs?
- L’oasi della birra, beer, food.
- Linari – via Zabaglia, bar and confectionery, good for breakfast and aperitivo;
- Zio – next to piazza s. Maria Liberatrice (good confectionery)

Bike-Kitchen
Fronte del Porto in via del Porto Fluviale
www.coordinamento.info/home/fronte-del-porto

In the night?
Around the Monte de' Cocci there are several clubs and disco-pub where to dance or drink.
Very late night pay attention with drunk bullies!

Contestaccio.  free entrance and good live music.
_________________________________________________________

GARBATELLA

This is a popular residential area connected by the metroB. If you go in the historical part you’ll
find very beautiful and green condominiums made of several little houses of two floor and
surrounded by a big wall. Often there are no doors and you can enter them, tasting placid moments
of daily life.

Where to eat?
- Casetta Rossa Spa (via magnaghi 14 tel 0697848488) Located in the middle of the
historic district,it’s a space open to everyone (good also for kids!) close to a small
park. They organize events, and you can eat delicious food at popular prices, and/or
take a beer. Great on a sunny day!...and not only

Pubs?
Otium – via De Nobili ( pub but you can also eat)

Squat
-La Strada - Historical Squat

________________________________________________________
SAN LORENZO

The university zone, next to Termini Station. It's full of young people in the evening and night.

What to do?
- Piazza Vittorio Market: a very big multietnical market, open every day from      ♥
monday to saturday in the morning.

Where to eat?
- Formula 1 Via degli Equi 13 (very nice pizzeria, try the supplì as a starter!)
- Kurdish Kebab on via Tiburtina

Ice-Cream?
-Fassi

http://www.coordinamento.info/home/fronte-del-porto


Where to drink?
- We suggest to by the beers from the indian shops where the Peroni 66cl (most
popular italian beer) costs 1.20 euro. If you want another typical roman beer, take
“Menabrea”
- You may want to try 32, Via dei Volsci 32. A very inexpensive place to have a beer
(or a dinner for indeed a very democratic price, but be sure to get there before 21h30
in that case). You get all kind of strange people and a few illegal substances are
consumed here. Plus you are allowed to smoke inside.
- Bar Celestino - Via degli Ausoni 62. You can get a good aperitivo here, starting
from 19h (you buy a drink and you get free food with it), and sometimes they also
have small concerts.

In the night?
- La riunione di condominio – via dei Luceri 13 (live music);
- Locanda Atlantide: nice place to hear live music and drink something
www.locandatlantide.com

BikeKitchen?
- De Lollis Underground. Via de Lollis. A place managed by university students and

associations with different initiatives
______________________________________________________________________________

PIGNETO

Pigneto is actually the "alternative" zone of Rome, nice for students and young people. Full of bars
and pub to have a chat or have a cheap dinner! By night better watch out, be carefull at your pocket
money and your bag, when you seet, don't lose it with the eyes!

Where to eat?
- Pizza Vulcano – via del Pigneto 189 (margherita 3,9 euro and very nice             ♥
atmosphere
- Il greco, pita and others delicious.
- Infern8 - Via del Pigneto 33 (at the beginning of the pedestrain ares) nice
restaurant.  Speciality: mediterranean food (you can get pasta but couscous as well if
you want).
Ask for a lock for your bag (you lock it on your chair, it might sound unusual, but

they are used to it here, and all the places have locks for the clients) if you sit
outside, to avoid bad surprises!

Where to drink?
Being the most popular area (and the prettiest), the pedestrian area is also the most expensive to
have a drink, find an old fashioned bar at the end of the street to earn some money and drink a fresh
beer!

- Vida do Brasil with their delicious fresh fruits cocktails (I highly recommend
the kiwi caipirnha)

If you want a real taste of Pigneto cross the railway bridge and try the old fashion (and quite ugly)
bars over there.

- Dal Verme, Via Luchino dal Verme 8. live music, dj set, rare movies, beers, also
vegan aperitiv. (tess. arci)

http://www.locandatlantide.com


Ice cream?
- Gelateria del Pigneto Via Pesaro 13 (this is a sicilian gelateria which means

that, apart from the delicious ice-creams, they also make “granita” -water ice in
different flavours- that you eat in a brioche: this is the typical sicilian breakfast:
give it a try!)

Squat
- EX-SNIA. Squat

In the night?
-  Init Club, dj set, live music.
-  Zazie nel Metrò, Via Ettore Giovanale 16. Little place with great word music
concerts

________________________________________________________________________________

PRATI
Kind of boring area

Where to eat?
- Cacio e pepe maybe a bit expensive
- La tavernetta umbra, viale Giulio Cesare
- L’Archetto
- Dino e Toni , via Leone IV, 60. they treat you like an emperor!

________________________________________________________________________________

MONTI
Just behind the Colosseo, there is this little nice zone where to take a drink in the evening, sitting on
the fountain of piazza Madonna dei Monti.

Wath to do?
Love and dissent, Via Leonina 85  - contemporary, street art gallery

Where to eat?
- la Carbonara, via panisperna 214

Bike-kichen
- Ciclofficina Centrale In via Baccina ♥

______________________________________________________________________________
The Parks

In Rome there are some wonderful parks, originally owned by the nobble families (the name it
comes from them) where you can walk, have pic-nic and relax.
Villa Borghese the nearest to the centre haunt from families, you can have a nice view of the city
from a terrace called "Il Pincio"
Villa Ada: the biggest and wildest.
Villa Pamphili
Parco dell'Appia Antica: on sunday you can walk on the ancient roman consular road, Appia,
from Circo Massimo it gets exactly to the front entrance of Ciampino Airport. It's very beautiful and
green, with the old roman BIG stones on the floor!

______________________________________________________________________________

Centri sociali / Squats



“Centro sociale" means squat, generally illegally occupied empty place where there are social
discussions, concerts, festivals, cultural initiatives. It's the underground of the city!

Forte Prenestino: an old fort of the 1 world war, is one of the biggest squat of Europe. They         ♥
organize in June a great festival of comics called "Crack!" (http://crack.forteprenestino.net/). Every
3 sunday of the month, in the morning there is a very relaxing self-produced food market called
"Terra-Terra". Have a look on the website for informations! www.forteprenestino.net

La Torre: an old country-house in a very green park with olive plants in front, it doesn't seem to be
in Rome! Every 1 Sunday of the month there is the Terra-Terra market. http://csalatorre.net/

Strike: Little squat next to Tiburtina Station. They used to have a great restaurant on thursday
evening. Not sure they still have it

Spartaco: www.spartaco.it pretty far away

Acrobax , Close to Basilica di San Paolo. Ex place where gods used to run. They organise events
once in a while https://acrobax.org/

SNIA, close to Pigneto Area https://www.facebook.com/csoaexsnia/
_____________________________________________________________________________
Underground Art

MAAM - Museo dell’altro e dell’altrove (Museum of the Other and of the Elsewhere). This was a
former salami factory occupied by homeless immigrants and now hosts one of Rome’s most
important contemporary art spaces, with installations and paintings by more that 300 artists from
around the world. Open on Saturday, FREE entrance but a donation is welcome. Via Prenestina,
913.  FB PAGE: https://www.facebook.com/museoMAAM/

______________________________________________________________________________
Libraries

All around Rome there are public libraries where you can study or borrow books, movies and
music for free. Open the MAP to discover where they are or search here a specific book on there
database.

I’ve also just discovered a very alternative and indipendent library in the zone of Centocelle, called
BAM (Biblioteca abusiva Metropolitana, which is something like: Metropolitan Unlawful Library).
Here you can navigate on internet, play chess, or borrow a book for free. The place is definitely
unconventional, also a bit dusty and with a lovely cat around. BAM on facebook. The address is:
Via dei castani, 42
________________________________________________________________________________

Bikes: Popular Bike-kitchen / Critical Mass

As one of the main problems of Rome is the traffic, there is a movement of bikers who
try to change things. You can get in touch with them in the Bike-kitchen or in the
Critical mass.
A bike-kitchen (or Ciclofficina popolare in italian) it's a place where you can repair
or build up for free your own bike. Here you can find them: www.ciclofficinepopolari.it

http://www.forteprenestino.net
http://www.spartaco.it
https://acrobax.org/
https://www.facebook.com/csoaexsnia/
https://www.facebook.com/museoMAAM/
https://www.bibliotechediroma.it/opac/article/biblioteche
https://www.bibliotechediroma.it/opac/page/advanced
https://www.facebook.com/BamBibliotecaAbusivaMetropolitana/
http://www.ciclofficinepopolari.it


The Critical Mass is born in San Francisco in the 80', it's the idea to bike all together and at a        ♥
certain  point there will be so many bikers (mass) that they will attract others and others as the
"critical mass" of the stars!
They meet every last friday of the month h 18:30 in via dei Fori Imperiali (road in front of the
Colosseum) and  go all around random the city... it's very fun, so find a bike and come!
On the last week-end on May there is the biggest Critical Mass ever called Ciemmona ♥
(www.ciemmona.org) and there will be people coming from all Europe!!

________________________________________________________________________________

USEFUL INFORMATIONS

Roma is not so a particular dangerous place, but as always happen in the big cities... shit can
happens! So we recommend to take care of your things of value, to not be troublesome and enjoy
the night in a respectful way as you were in your own country, to live in the best way your journey!

telephone numbers
Police 113
Carabinieri 112    (it's the same thing of police but they are army)
Fireman 115
Hospital 118    (emergency care is  free)

-Play percussions, wind instrument  (sax, trumpet, ...) and use electric amplifiers without permission
it’s forbidden!
-Swim in the fountains during summer, it’s forbidden as well!

There is a movement of street artist who protests against it, with some great party in the
streets: www.cooras.org

Crossing the streets in Rome: The cars will never stop to let you cross, so look in the
eyes the driver and, if he also look at you, go resolute!

Water The water emitted by the little fountains, called ‘Nasone’, all around the city is
drinking and very good.

Public transport: the ticket costs 1.50 and you can buy it at the machines or in the
shops called "Tabacchi". There are few controls but remember that the fine is 101 euro!
The underground close at 23.30/24.00 exept for friday and saturday ( 01.30). The night
busses leave generally from Termini station or piazza Venezia. INFO: www.atac.roma.it

Taxi are quite expensive, and often the taxi drivers try to cheat you so be careful and in case ask for
a receipt.

To/From Ciampino Airport
Bus The Terravision bus will drive you  from Termini to Ciampino airport  for 4/6
euro.
Taxi If you are going from the Centre (every place inside the Aurelian walls) to the
Airport (or vice-versa) there is a fixed price which is 30 euro.  PS the prices don't
depend on the number of passengers, so you can be in 4 people.

To/From Fiumicino Airport

http://www.ciemmona.org
http://www.cooras.org
http://www.atac.roma.it


Train There is a direct train (called Leonardo Express) from Termini Station, it cost
15 euro
Bus The terravision bus costs
Taxi the fixed price from/to the centre is 48 euro.

________________________________________________________________________________

OUTSIDE ROME

- The sea! The nearest place is Ostia and you can get there with a little train from Piramide (the
tiket is the same of the bus, so 1.50 e). In the summer you can get down at the last station and take a
bus to the beach called “Cancello 1,2,..” which are the free ones and the most beautiful.
If you want a better sea you can take a train to Orbetello station and have a swim in the great         ♥
Argentario!

- Naples, you can go there with the regional train which cost 11 euro and it takes 3,5 hour.

- Orvieto a very beautiful etruscan city north to Rome, with the regional train 7 euro and 1 hour of
travel.

Moving by train as you see, the regional train are very cheap, in comparison with Intercity or
Eurostar. But if you search for them on the website of the company (trenitalia) you will not find
them if is required a change and there is a more expensive direct train. (Ex. if you want to go from
Rome to Bologna you have to search Roma-Firenze (3,5h), Firenze-Prato (10 min), Prato-Bologna
(1h) )

________________________________________________________________________________________________
the guide
written by Giovanni with the help of Gaia Pad, Sara de Soto, Giulia de Carol, Flavia, Aura, Ale
Last Update: 22 Oct 2021
inspired by the wonderful Use-it guide all around Europe.

For any correction/suggestion please write me!!

→ www.lastradadiaria.com


